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This is to answer questions, misconceptions, and outright lies and purposeful misinfo spread by "Goyim Goddess" aka "Sinead McCarthy" on her latest video.

So, one person 'harassed' you. Questionable if it was our member or not, and who cares in the end if it was or wasn't.

One whole person...? Must have been really difficult to deal with this. This needs to go to the holocaust memorial museum. You suffered a lot here...I think you deserve compensation in the triple digits. Of course, one person is the trigger of attacking...Thousands, and claiming they are all emo, criminals, and who knows what else. A shilling comment, by a random person, and we're on.

Apparently, you had to lie, and claim outrageous things like anyone advocates 'slicing your wrists', or sacrifice. That's outrageous, a product of your own demented imagination or lack of knowledge, or purposeful misinfo campaign, and to us this is abomination.

What are we supposed to do. Be called depraved judeophiles, or madmen criminals and take it? These are just products of your imagination, and we do not condone half of it. On absolutely ZERO grounds and evidence, you keep spreading these lies. I would only expect this from BBC or CNN. But it seems renegade is going down a similar route as well? Unless proved otherwise we may also assume this. As Hitler said, it’s always in the sponsor...

It's written all over our material, that those who condone in illegal and such depraved actions, are not out members. Same as jews, whom we bar out and drive away from all of our groups, as much as possible. For the few demented criminally bent, shills and kikes, we don't have to give word, as they don't belong on our midst any more than a 'jewish nazi' or any other such shill or troll, or misinfo agent does.

So you brushing it off and calling us ritualistic, wrist slashing, emo retards, doesn't make you seem legitimate. You are accusing us of jewish abomination and immorality, nothing of which Spiritual Satanism represents. It would take 2 minutes to read the frontpage of our website, before commenting to know this.
That was dishonest, and an outright attack. It's easy to assume someone is shilling if they act that way.

We have DENOUNCED *ALL* (((Jewish Satanism))), (((hollywood Satanism))), and we have been fighting for 15 years to obliterate this jewish scum hoaxes and social dangers labelled as 'Satanism' off of the face of the earth. We don't even care if it existed prior, or what it did, or what it will do, since this has nothing to do with us.

If anything, it defames us. This is the 'emo', jewish agenda behind 'Satanism', which we are diametrically opposed against. (((Jewish Satanism))), supposed "Satanist Freemasonry" is just a scapegoat for the jews, to point to the xian/muslim sheeple, so they can see a bad-guy to feel special about. We completely reject jews, and our notions do not stem from jewish material, as we have rediscovered what this "Satanism" was finally about.

Spiritual Satanism has no relation to that jewish garbage whatsoever.

As for the comments, it wasn't to gain members miss "Sinead". We have thousands already. It was only about you lied on us without any absolute reason.

"Speaking for relations" with other organizations, from someone who has actively argued with absolutely everyone, isn't really the best thing.

However in the manner of civility, I will answer your concerns.

To answer your questions one by one:

1. "Why don't you call the Gods by their Names"?

You can do this, but we prefer not to, as we have discovered many of these names hold innate, non-jewish, meaning, that is worthy of high reverence. People are allowed to call "Satan" as they see fit. To us Satan is the forefather and fashioner of the human Race, and direct Father of the White people.

However the title of choice for Satan is because Satan, in Sanskrit, which is a language that predates any and all is derived from the root "Satyan" which means Eternal Truth. The jews who lived in the areas in this historical time, perverted this into SATAN/SATANAS in their texts, meaning enemy. The prefix "SA" means breath of life in Egyptian, while in many other languages it means many other things. There is a text on "Who is Satan" on our Forums, which explains everything in depth.
"SATANAMA" is the mantra to raise the consciousness, vril, or living force within the Soul, giving enlightenment and supreme understanding. Another place where Satan's name has survived, is in the Pan-Hindu culture, which we believe and have proven to have an Aryan Root, namely "SANATANA DHARMA", or the True Path. Satan is still a surname in India, and "Satan" is all over the place in different forms. Satan was NOT invented by the jews. They scammed it off of Gentiles, as a representation term for the massive, Gentile root culture that Humanity was practicing in all its forms and multitudes.

Satanism for us is the master system, from which all other systems evolved, and we believe it started in the Far East.

To claim that "all Whites" are to be under "Odin" is naive, and not well thought out. What about Romans and Jupiter, Greeks and Zeus, or the White Pharaohs of Egypt? They were not White since they believed in the same Gods in PRINCIPLE, but had different names and aliases? To us the master Key behind all of that, is called Spiritual Satanism. Our all-inclusive title for our God is SATAN.

We have proved this in many articles, for at least those open minded enough to study these.

We are devoted to destroying and wiping off of the face of the planet the three scourges that destroy the White Race, and damn all the Gentile Races, such as christianity, which in our research we have found are nothing but jewish dupes, and Torah adjusted for Gentile consumption, so that people remain enslaved in the intellectual, mental, spiritual and lastly, physical realm.

2. "What are you doing as an activity?"

Except of having woken up 20000+ people into the Truth of NS, its metaphysical notions, and fighting and exposing the jews for closely 15 years now, let alone 100000's of pages of exposing material, online, daily activism to destroy the jewish injustices and lies, and many other things. Maybe you can add that we teach people actual occultism, which can be utilized into defeating the enemy, which we are doing in occult warfare every single day, aside everything else. The jews, who after all uses the occult to attack us, have forbidden all Gentiles from knowing and using the Occult, which we believe is an inheritance for everyone, but naive White people and Gentiles are unaware of it, so they are all controlled by it. Lack of knowledge made for fools. We have groups for all Gentiles of different races in which they organize, evolve spiritually, understand and find their racial roots. We believe and practice racial separation. We don't see
reasons of infighting or not having friendly relations with Gentiles, unless on a basis of separation, civility, and mutual friendship while fighting the common enemy.

3. "Why do you use these Symbols"?

Because they do not originally belong to any jews, let alone to any fake jewish "Satanists" who think, like jews, that by claiming the symbols of Gentiles and Pagans, they will keep us away from using them. The Pythagorean pentagram, the God Pan, the Kundalini Serpent, and any other such symbols, do not belong to the jews. As for the "Tree of Life", this is again the Yggdrasil Tree in Norse Mythology, that connects the worlds, and this is an occult term for the human Soul. The Runes for example are to be inscribed in wood, and the wood is the element of Aether, which the Soul is constituted from. This is all over the occult lore. I cannot write an essay on that, we have written on this already.

4: "Are you monotheistic"?

No. We believe in more than one God. We have many Gods who have been labeled as Demons, but we believe and adhere to Satan, as to us Satan represents the highest principle there is to be represented. This is again not an alien belief to Ancient religions. There is nothing 'higher' than Satan, in the same way all other Pagans didn't believe there was someone superior to let's say Zeus. This does not brush off the importance of any other God and there is no 'contradiction' in it. To us Satan in principle means Truth, and we also believe this being to be the maker and creator of Gentile people. Many other Ancient Pagan Gods who are labeled as Demons by the christian church, are important Pagan Gods, whose identities have been bastardized into being hated monsters. To us the Gods are not 'ideograms' or 'archetypes'. They are real, and we believe they are ET's that practice a National Socialist system of governance. This is not far at all from all Pagans who believe and admit their Gods to be real, flesh and bone beings, that came and directly 'gave them life' in numerous "legends". Everyone can name them as they see fit.

5. "What about blood sacrifice?"

This is entirely made up by jews, to smear us, and what we consider to be "Satanism". Of course, the jews playing clever, defamed "Satanism" for life, and turned the whole world against this being, which so many claim is evil, while claiming "Rabbi Yashua" or "Jesus Christ" is the good being. We believe the bible is a fictitious manuscript, but it shows the jewish mentality for what it is. Many other Pagan Gods whom we believe in as part of our Demons (Demons comes from Greek and means supernatural deity, knowledgeable one), have
been equally defamed and attacked in the Jewish Bible. We see no reason and reality on why these beings are hated, other than Jewish writings. Obviously, all these "Demons" were beneficial and loving spirits to Humanity, that helped us advance our civilization, to the point of being worshipped by Gentiles. Then Jews came about and proclaimed them, same as they did to all Gentile people, as 'unclean', 'impure', 'dirty' and whatever else morbidly imaginable. Demon is not even a derogatory term. Neither is Satan. They are honorable titles, except of in Hebrew, where Satan means 'adversary'. We don't give a damn what Jews think or their 'take' on the matter. We found for ourselves.

6. "Why is the Dedication Ritual Obligatory"?

The Dedication Ritual can be done by pinching one's finger with a diabetes patient needle. For the same reasons consecrating Runes with one's blood is obligatory, or why it's not 'defiled' and 'wrong' for women to give some blood (symbolic of one's essence) back to the earth, we consider it's sensible we give a few drops to those whom we considered are our Forefathers, whom we call "Satan" and His Demons.

This is because the highest possession one has is the blood, and a few drops of one's blood are required to show one's seriousness about the undertaking. This is no different than any other sacrament, and we are morbidly against mutilation, or tons of blood. We consider this unspiritual, Jewish and stupid. Since the blood contains the life-force, and the very DNA of an individual, a drop or two are required, since we believe this is the highest thing one can give in one's dedication to show that he is serious. This shows mental and physical dedication. This is more for us, rather than the Gods, and to make ourselves understand that this is a serious, and life changing move towards rejection of everything Jewish, Allah included, Rabbi Jesus included, and anything created and inspired by these people. This is to show to ourselves first of all, "YES, I AM HERE NOW". This sacrament on its own means nothing, and it's daily spiritual meditation that is required for one to advance spiritually, and become a better being, learn about the occult, and advance in what we call "Spiritual Satanism".

We are against, and total enemies of Jewish Kabal methods of using human blood, murder, and we consider these excremental Jewish methods deplorable, disgusting, and worthy of annihilation for everyone who practices that. To us that is useless and stupid, as the Jews do these 'rituals' to raise energy for magickal workings, and we consider this an alien way of doing magick, alien both to the Aryan mindset, and all the mindsets of the civilized people and high spiritually advanced persons. We believe this is not a part of the Aryan religion, which we believe is Satanism. The Jews authored and made these methods systematic, while they lied that it was supposedly 'Satanists'. Playing both sides against the
middle, both the christians, the islamics, the judaists and the fake hollywood kabal judeo-'satanists' have been playing the masses, while all belonged to the same team all along.

With that being stated I seek nothing but to educate people in the comments section in a polite way.
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